
The Environmental 
Problems



The aim of our lesson
     To learn to describe the 

ecological problems and ways 
of their solving:

1. Revise the words
2. Name ecological problems
3. Name ways of solution of 

environmental problems.



Environment
The world environment means simply 
what is around us. Some people live in 
a town environment. But the air we 
breathe, the soil on which we stand  
and walk, the water we drink are all 
part of the environment.





prohibited       litter             allowed
should              pack             create
national           throw           recycle
laws                 can                fire
junk food        foam             cut down
signs                waste            nature
saying              fumes           take care of 
reduce             solve             electricity
station          prediction       pollution



People pollute…



People pollute…



People pollute
 themselves with…



Millions of  animals … because …



What should people do 
to protect nature?



To solve ecological problems
people should/shouldn’t

⦿ Create national parks
⦿ Pass antipollution laws
⦿ Recycle wastes
⦿ Leave fire in forests
⦿ Smoke, take alcohol, junk 

food
⦿ Cut down trees



To solve ecological problems
people should/shouldn’t

Display signs saying  “Protect nature!”
Take care of nature
Drop litter
Reduce air and water pollution
Leave food for birds in winter
Kill animals
Save electricity and water



Listen to these words and 
compare them with the 
Russian words

million, a ton, a kilogram, 
plastic, polythene, metal, 
cigarette, packet, supermarket 
, farm, industry, factory, 
ecology, planet, international 
problem, computer, chance, 
climate, container.  



Let’s complete the story.



Plan 
1. The ecological problem is that 

people …
2. It’s very dangerous for …
3. To solve this problem
 people should …
 people shouldn’t…



Work in pairs. Discuss and fill  in 
the table . 
If we recycle the waste, we…

protect  nature, …
save    rivers, …
help  animals, …



Play “Guess”

The sign says …
⦿  It’s strictly prohibited to
⦿ You are not allowed to
⦿ Stop …ing (…)
⦿ Keep away from the …ing



Home task 

⦿TB. p.57, ex.16-17 


